
Theory of rank one maps: (II)

I. Inductive Assumptions

(A) Set of critical points

– In 1-dimension, the critical set is where all

previous expansion is destroyed. Tangencies

of stable and unstable manifolds play a similar

role in higher dimensions.

– Let F0 be the foliation on R0 with leaves

{y = constant}, and let Fk be its image under

T k. The 0th critical region C(0).

– Suppose that T iC(0) ∩ C(0) = ∅ for all i ≤ n0.

Then Fn0 restricted to C(0) ∩ Rn0 consists of

finitely many bands of roughly horizontal leaves

whose tangent vectors have been expanded the

previous n0 iterates.
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–Also in C(0), DTn0 has a well-defined field of

most contracted directions, en0, whose integral

curves are roughly parabolas.
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– The set of tangencies in C(0) between the

leaves of Fn0 and the integral curves of en0

gives our first approximation of C.

– As we continue to iterate, it is inevitable that

“turns” in the leaves of Fk will get inside C(0),
and en will not be defined everywhere in C(0)

for all n. There is no chance that the simplistic

picture in the last paragraph can be continued

forever.

– For parameters for which these “turns” ap-

proach the critical set sufficiently slowly, we

will show that this picture can be maintained

by shrinking sideways the regions of consider-

ation.
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– In order for the contractive fields above to

be defined, it is necessary that the derivative

along orbits starting from C experience some

exponential growth. This growth, which is

also useful for controlling the movements of

the “turns”, is brought about in two ways:

(i) by arranging for n0 in the first paragraph

to be very large, growth is guaranteed for a

long initial period;

(ii) when an orbit of C gets near a point

z ∈ C, it copies the initial segment of the orbit

of z, thereby replicating the growth properties

created in (i).

(B) Getting started

– The required initial growth in (i) above comes

from the Misiurewicz property of f , the 1-

dimensional map of which T is a perturbation.



By choosing (a, b) sufficiently near (a∗,0) and

δ sufficiently small, n0 can be arranged to be

arbitrarily large.

– Let Γ0 be the set of all critical points of

order n0 on ∂R0. We know that each con-

nected segment of ∂R0 ∩ C(0) contains exactly

one point of Γ0. These are our critical points

of generation 0.

–In order to state properly our induction hy-

potheses, we introduce our main system con-

stants. They are θ, α, β, ρ, c, and n0 and δ

(which we have met):

• There are two time scales, N and a much

slower one θN , where θ is chosen so that bθ =

O(1).

• e−αn and e−βn, with α << β << 1, represent

two small length scales.



• c > 0 is our target Lyapunov exponent; it is

< c1 where c1 is as in Lemma 8.

• Finally, 0 < ρ < K−1 is an arbitrary number

of order 1. It determines the rate at which our

critical regions decrease in size.

– The order in which these constants are cho-

sen is as follows: c, ρ, α and β are first fixed;

δ is then taken as small as need to be. The

last constants to be determined are n0 and θ;

observe that n0 → ∞ and θ → 0 corresponds

essentially to (a, b) → (a∗,0).

(C) Inductive assumption: (IA1)

– Let N ≥ n0 be a large number, and let ∆N

be the set of parameters retained after N it-

erates. We now formulate a set of inductive

assumptions that describes the desired dynam-

ical picture for T = Ta,b, (a, b) ∈ ∆N .



– While we will continue to provide motiva-

tions and explanations, (IA1)–(IA6) below are

to be viewed as formal inductive hypotheses.

As before, let zi = T iz0.

(IA1) For all k ≤ θN , the critical regions C(k)

are defined and have the geometric properties

stated in (1)(i), (ii) and (iii) of the Theorem.

Moreover, on each horizontal boundary of each

component of C(k), there is a critical point of

order N located within O(b
k
3) of the midpoint

of the segment.

– Critical points on ∂C(k) are called critical

points of generation k. They are part of the

kth approximation of C.

– In the course of our study, it will become

clear that one needs only to track a small sam-

ple of the approximate critical set from each

component of C(k). We have elected to follow



closely all orbits starting from ΓθN , the set of

critical points of generation ≤ θN .

(D) Inductive assumption: (IA2)

– If Q is a component of C(k), we let LQ de-

note the vertical line midway between the two

vertical boundaries of Q.

Definition We say z ∈ C(0) is horizontally

related or simply h-related to ΓθN if there

exists a component Q of C(k), k ≤ θN , such

that z ∈ Q and dist(z, LQ) ≥ b
k
20. When this

holds, we say z is h-related to z0 for all z0 ∈

ΓθN ∩Q.

– This is an attempt to describe the location

of a point relative to ΓθN , which, as N → ∞,

converges to a fractal set. ΓθN∩Q is contained

in a region of width O(b
k
4) in the middle of Q,



so that z and ΓθN ∩ Q have a very obviously

horizontal relationship.

– We caution, however, that there may be

points in ΓθN that are directly above or be-

low z, and quite possibly both to its left and

to its right. Observe also that if Q′ is a com-

ponent of C(k
′) such that z ∈ Q′ ⊂ Q, then

dist(z, LQ′) ≥ b
k′

20.

Definition For z ∈ R0, we define its distance

to the critical set, denoted dC(z), as follows:

for z 6∈ C(0), let dC(z) = δ; for z ∈ C(0), we let

dC(z) = dist(z, LQ) where Q is the component

of C(k) containing z and k is the largest number

≤ θN with z ∈ C(k). We let φ(z) be one of the

two points in ∂Q∩ΓθN if z is h-related to ΓθN .

– For z ∈ C([θN ]), the definitions of dC(z) and

φ(z) are temporary and will be modified as the

induction progresses.



– To secure growth properties for the orbits of

ΓθN , we forbid them to approach the critical

set too closely too soon. (IA2) is a result of

parameter selection.

(IA2) For all z0 ∈ ΓθN and all i ≤ N, dC(zi) ≥

min(δ, e−αi).

– (IA2) implies that for all z0 ∈ ΓθN and i ≤ N ,

zi is h-related to ΓθN whenever it is in C(0).

(a) Let z ∈ Q ⊂ C(k). Then k << i since

ρk ≥ e−αi.

(b) We know zi ∈ Ri. If k < [θN ], then

zi ∈ Q ∩Rk+1, proving dC(zi) ≥ ρk+1 >> b
k
20.

(c) If k = [θN ], then dC(zi) ≥ e−αi ≥

e−αN >> b
1
20θN provided that bθ is chosen to

be < e−20α.



– (IA2) corresponds to (G1) in 1D.

(E) Inductive assumption: (IA3)

Definition (a) For arbitrary z ∈ C(0), we de-

fine its fold period `(z) to be the nonnegative

integer ` ≥ 1 such that b
`
2 is closest to dC(z).

(b) Given z0 ∈ R0 and unit vector w0, we let

w∗
i , i = 0,1,2, · · · , be given by the splitting

algorithm with `i = `(zi) assuming e`(zi) is de-

fined at zi.

– For ` ≤ N , Lemma 2 gives an estimate on

the size of the neighborhood of ΓθN on which

e` is well defined. In particular, if z is h-related

to ΓθN , then e`(z) is defined at z.

– Recall that q1 is the slope of e1. We fix

ε0 > 0 such that ε0 << |∂q1∂x | in C(0). For z ∈

∂Rk, let τ(z) denote a tangent vector to ∂Rk



at z. In the angle estimates below, τ and e` are
assumed to point in roughly the same direction
as w.

Definition Let z ∈ C(0) be h-related to ΓθN ,
and let w be a vector at z. We say w splits
correctly if | w

‖w‖
− τ(φ(z))| < ε0dC(z).

(IA3) For z0 ∈ ΓθN , w0 = (01) and i ≤ N , w∗
i

splits correctly whenever zi ∈ C(0).

– The sense in which this splitting is “correct”
is as follows. We wish to use Lemma 12 to un-
derstand the evolution of wi, and (IA3) implies
condition (a) of the lemma. This is because

|e`i(zi)−
w∗
i

‖w∗
i ‖

| ≥ |e`i(zi)− e`i(φ(zi))|

− |e`i(φ(zi))− τ(φ(zi))| − |τ(φ(zi))−
w∗
i

‖w∗
i ‖

|

≥ |
∂q`i
∂x

|dC(zi)−O(b`i)− ε0dC(zi)

≥
1

2
|
∂q1

∂x
|dC(zi) ∼ b

`i
2 .



– Condition (b) of Lemma 12 is discussed later.
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(F) Inductive assumption: (IA4)

We are now ready to state the correspondences

of (G2).

(IA4) For all z0 ∈ ΓθN and 0 ≤ i ≤ 2
3N ,

‖w∗
i (z0)‖ > c0e

ci.

(G) Inductive assumption: (IA5)

– Let us start with bound period.



Definition For arbitrary ξ0 and ξ′0 ∈ C(0), we

define their bound period to be the largest

integer p such that for all 0 < j ≤ p,

|ξj − zj| ≤ e−βj.

– Observe that if ξ′0 = z0 ∈ ΓθN , then for j ≤

p, |ξj − zj| << dC(zj). We may assume δ is

so small and n0 so large that dC(ξj) > δ
2 when

zj is outside of C(0). Our last two inductive

assumptions deal with the properties z0 passes

along to ξ0.

(IA5) Let z0 ∈ ΓθN ∩∂C(k), and let γ : [0, ε] →

C(0) be a C2(b)-curve with γ(0) = z0 and γ′(0)

tangent to ∂C(k). We regard all ξ0 ∈ γ as bound

to z0, and let p(ξ0) denote their bound periods.

Then:



(a) There exists K such that for ξ0 ∈ γ with

|ξ0 − z0| = e−h,

1

K
h ≤ p(ξ0) ≤ Kh provided Kh <

2

3
N ;

moreover, p(ξ0) increases monotonically with

the distance between ξ0 and z0;

(b) for ` ≤ j ≤ min(p, 23N),

|ξj − zj| ≈ |ξ0 − z0|
2‖wj(z0)‖

where “≈” means up to a factor of (1±ε1) for

some ε1 > 0;

(c) ‖wp(ξ0)‖ · |ξ0 − z0| ≥ e
cp
3 provided p < 2

3N .

(IA5) describes the quadratic nature of the

“turn” as γ is mapped forward. (IA5) is a

correspondence of (P2) in 1D.

(H) Inductive assumptions: (IA6)



– Let w0(ξ0) = w0(z0) = (01), and let ŵ∗
i (ξ0)

be given by the splitting algorithm except that

e`(zi)
(and not e`(ξi)

) is used for splitting at

time i. (IA6) compares w∗
i (z0) and ŵ∗

i (ξ0). Let

Mi(·) and θi(·) denote the magnitude and ar-

gument of the vectors in question. Define

∆i(ξ0, z0) =
i

∑

s=0

(Kb)
s
4 | ξi−s − zi−s | .

– Local distortion

(IA6) Given z0 ∈ ΓθN and any ξ0 ∈ C(0), we

regard ξ0 as bound to z0 and let p be the bound

period. Then for i ≤ min{p,N},

Mi(z0)

Mi(ξ0)
,

Mi(ξ0)

Mi(z0)
≤ exp{K

i−1
∑

j=1

∆j

dC(zj)
}

and

| θi(ξ0)− θi(z0) |≤ (Kb)
1
2∆i−1.



The estimates above also hold with w∗
i (z0) re-

placed by ŵ∗
i (ξ

′
0) where ξ′0 is another point in

C(0) also thought of as bound to z0, and p is

the minimum of the two bound periods.

– From the geometry of C(k) (see (IA1)), it

is an exercise in calculus to show that if ξ0 is

h-related to z0 ∈ ΓθN , then it lies on a C2(b)-

curve through z0 tangent to τ(z0). In particu-

lar, (IA5) applies.

– From this point on, (IA1)–(IA6) are assumed

up to time N .

II. Orbits Controlled by ΓθN

A. Nested bound period

– Consider z0 ∈ ΓθN . When zi enters C(0), it

is natural to assign to it a bound period p(zi)

defined using φ(zi). An unsatisfactory aspect



of this definition is that two bound periods so

defined may overlap without one being com-

pletely contained in the other. The purpose of

this subsection is to adjust slightly the defini-

tion of p(zi) to create a simpler binding struc-

ture.

– First we fix some notation. Let Q(j) denote

the components of C(j), and let Q̂(j) be the

component of Rj ∩C(j−1) containing Q(j). For

z ∈ ∂Rj, let τ(z) be a unit vector at z tangent

to ∂Rj.

Lemma For z, z′ ∈ ΓθN ∩Q(k), we have

|z− z′| = O(b
k
4) and ‖τ(z)× τ(z′)‖ = O(b

k
4).

Proof: Let z(k) be a critical point in ∂Q(k).

For k ≤ i < [θN ], let z(i+1) be a critical point of

generation i+1 in Q(i)(z(i)), the component of



Q(i) containing z(i). From (IA1) we know that

the Hausdorff distance between the two hori-

zontal boundaries of Q(i)(z(i)) is O(b
i
2). Lemma

12 then tells us that |z(i) − z(i+1)| = O(b
i
4).

The angle estimate also follows from the proof

of Lemma 11 �

Lemma Let ξ0 be h-related to z0 ∈ ΓθN . If

during their bound period zi returns to C(k),

then ξi ∈ Q̂(k)(zi).

Proof: Let γ be a C2(b)-curve joining z0 and

ξ0. Then T iγ ⊂ Ri. Since e−αi ≤ dC(zi) ≤ ρk,

we have k < i and therefore T iγ ⊂ Rk. By the

monotonicity of bound periods, every point in

T iγ is within a distance of < e−βi from zi. This

puts ξi ∈ Rk ∩Q(k−1)(zi). �

Lemma Let z0 ∈ ΓθN be such that zi ∈ C(0) at

times t1 < t2 < · · · < tr, and that for each j < r



the bound period pj initiated at time tj extends

beyond time tj+1. Then pj < (Kα)j−1p1.

Proof: Let z̃0 = φ(zt1). We claim that |zt2 −

φ(zt2)| ≈ |z̃t2−t1−φ(z̃t2−t1)|, which is > e−α(t2−t1).

If true, this will imply, by (IA5)(a), that p2 <

Kα(t2 − t1) < Kαp1, and the assertion in the

lemma will follow inductively. Since |zt2−z̃t2−t1| <

e−β(t2−t1) << e−α(t2−t1), it suffices to show

that |φ(z̃t2−t1) − φ(zt2)| << |z̃t2−t1 − φ(z̃t2−t1)|.

Let k be the largest number such that z̃t2−t1

∈ C(k). By the last lemma, zt2 ∈ Q(k−1)(z̃t2−t1),

so φ(z̃t2−t1) and φ(zt2) must both be in Q(k−1)(z̃t2−t1).

They are ≤ b
k−1
4 apart, and this is << |z̃t2−t1 −

φ(z̃t2−t1)|. �

– Definition For z0 ∈ ΓθN with zi ∈ C(0), the

adjusted bound period p∗(zi) is defined to be

the smallest number p∗ with the property that

for all j with i ≤ j < i + p∗, if zj ∈ C(0), then

j + p(zj) ≤ i+ p∗.



Adjusted bound periods, therefore, have a nested

structure by definition.

Corollary (a) p∗ ≤ p+Kαp.

(b) For zi ∈ C(0) with φ(zi) = ẑ0, we have for

all j ≤ p∗,

|zj+i − ẑj| < e−β∗j

for some β∗ smaller than β and >> α.

– This amended definition gives critical orbits

the following simple structure of bound and

free states. We call zi a return if zi ∈ C(0).

Then zi is free for i ≤ n1 where n1 > 0 is

the time of the first return, and it is in bound

state for n1 < i ≤ n1+p1 where p1 is the bound

period initiated at time n1. After time n1+p1,

zi remains free until its next return at time

n2, is bound for the next p2 iterates, and so

on. The times nj are called free return times.



A primary bound period begins at each nj.

Inside the time interval [nj, nj + pj], there may

be secondary bound periods which comprise

disjoint time intervals, and so on.

B. Nested fold period

– Next we consider fold periods `. As with

bound periods, if zi enters C(0) at times t1
and t2 with t1 < t2 ≤ N , and if the fold pe-

riod begun at t1 remains in effect at t2, then

`t2 < α

log 1
b

`t1, so that adjusted fold periods

can be defined similarly to give a nested struc-

ture. This is condition (b) of Lemma 12.

– A further simplifying arrangement, which we

will also adopt, is that no fold periods expire

at returns to C(0) or at the step immediately

after.

– The proof of the following lemma is straight-

forward



Lemma Let z0 ∈ ΓθN . Then for every i < N ,

there exist i1 ≤ i ≤ i2 with

i2 − i1 < Kθαi

such that i1 and i2 are out of all fold periods.

C. Orbits controlled by ΓθN

– We consider (z0, w0) where z0 is an arbitrary

point in R0 and w0 is a unit vector. We write

zi = T iz0 and wi = DT i(z0)w0.

definition We say (z0, w0) is controlled by

ΓθN up to time m (with m possibly > N) if

the following hold.

- Initial conditions: if z0 6∈ C(0), then w0 is

a b-horizontal vector; if z0 ∈ C(0), then either

w0 =
(

0
1

)

, or z0 is h-related to ΓθN and w0

splits correctly.



- For 0 < i ≤ m, if zi ∈ C(0), then zi is h-related

to ΓθN and w∗
i splits correctly.

• Let (z0, w0) be controlled. Then the orbit of

z0 has a natural bound/free structure. Nested

structure can also be assumed for the bound

and fold periods of controlled orbits.

• In the language of Definition above, the sit-

uation can be summed up as follows.

– First, it follows from (IA2) and (IA3) that

for all ẑ0 ∈ ΓθN , (ẑ0,
(

0
1

)

) is controlled by ΓθN

up to time N .

– Second, for (z0, w0) controlled by ΓθN , (IA5)

and (IA6) apply to give information during its

bound periods. In particular, the orbit of (z0, w0)

has similar bound/free structures and “deriva-

tive recovery” estimates as those of (ẑ0,
(

0
1

)

),



ẑ0 ∈ ΓθN , except that (IA2) and (IA4) need

not hold.

D. wi and w∗
i

Assumed that (z0, w0) is controlled by ΓθN up

to time m, and all time indices are ≤ m.

Lemma Assume that for (z0, w0), 0 < i ≤ m, zi
is h-related to ΓθN at all returns. Then (z0, w0)

is controlled up to time m if w∗
i splits correctly

at all free returns.

LemmaUnder the additional assumption that

dC(zi) > e−αi for all i ≤ m, we have

K−εi‖w∗
i ‖ ≤ ‖wi‖ ≤ Kεieαi‖w∗

i ‖, ε = Kαθ.

Lemma There exists c′ > 0 such that for every

0 ≤ k < n,

‖w∗
n‖ ≥ K−1dC(zj)e

c′(n−k)‖w∗
k‖



where j is the first time ≥ k when a bound

period extending beyond time n is initiated. If

no such j exists, set dC(zj) = 1.

Lemma Let k < n and assume zn is free. Then

‖wn‖ > K−Kθ(n−k)ec
′(n−k)‖wk‖.

III. Controlled orbits as “guides” for other

orbits

– (IA2)–(IA6) are about orbits starting from

ΓθN . In the above we introduced a class of

orbits that successfully use orbits from ΓθN as

their “guides”.

– We now let these orbits serve as guides for

other orbits and study the properties they pass

along. This is the essence of the replication

process.



– We assume that

(1) z0 ∈ C(0), w0 =
(

0
1

)

, and (z0, w0) is con-

trolled by ΓθN up to time m;

(2) dC(zi) > e−αi for all 0 < i ≤ m.

A. Local distortion

Our first order of business is to establish that

for all ξ0 bound to z0, ŵ∗
i (ξ0) copies w∗

i (z0)

faithfully.

Lemma Let (z0, w0) be as above, and let ξ0 ∈

C(0) be an arbitrary point which we think of

as bound to z0. Let Mµ(·) and θµ(·) have the

same meaning in (IA6). Then the estimates

for

Mµ(ξ0)

Mµ(z0)
,

Mµ(z0)

Mµ(ξ0)
and |θµ(ξ0)− θµ(z0)|



as stated in (IA6) hold for all µ ≤ min(p,m).

The corresponding distortion estimates for two

points ξ0 and ξ′0 bound to z0 apply as well.

This is local distortion estimate.

B. 1D similarity and derivative recovery

– Assume that z0 is a critical point on a C2(b)-

curve. We study the quadratic behavior as this

curve is iterated. More precisely, let em be the

contractive field of order m, which is defined

at z0. We assume

(3) z0 lies on a C2(b)-curve γ ⊂ C(0), and

em(z0) is tangent to γ.

– For ξ0 ∈ γ, let p = p(ξ0) denote the bound

period between z0 and ξ0. We assume that

during its bound period, the orbit of ξ0 in-

herits the secondary and higher order bound

structures of the orbit of z0.



Lemma In the part of γ where p < m, p in-

creases monotinically with distance from z0.

– Let s → ξ0(s) be the parametrization of γ

by arc length with ξ0(0) = z0. The follow-

ing lemma contains a distance formula for

|ξµ(s)− zµ|.

Lemma Let ε1 > 0 be given. Then assuming

δ is sufficiently small, we have, for all µ ∈ Z
+

and s > 0 satisfying µ ≤ m, (Kb)
µ
2 < s and

p(ξ0(s)) ≥ µ,

|ξµ(s)− zµ| ≈ (1± ε1) ‖wµ(0)‖ K1s
2

where K1 = 1
2|

dq1
dx

(z0)|.

Corollary Assume in addition to (1)–(3) above

that ‖w∗
j(z0)‖ > ecj for all j ≤ m. Let ξ0 ∈ γ.

Suppose that |ξ0 − z0| = e−h and p(ξ0) ≤ m.

Then



(a) h
3K2

≤ p ≤ 3h
c

where K2 = log ‖DT‖;

(b) ‖wp(ξ0)‖ · |ξ0 − z0| ≥ e
cp
3 .

– We define for ξ0(s) ∈ γ the notion of a fold

period with respect to z0. This is the number

` such that (Kb)
`
2 ≈ s.

– If τ0(ξ0), the unit tangent vector to γ at ξ0,

is split according to this definition, then the

rejoining of the Ei-vector for ` < i < p has

negligible effect.

– We may assume also that as we iterate, the

sub-segment of γ bound to z0 acquires the

same fold periods as zi, and think of these as

secondary fold periods for ξi .

Corollary We let p = p(ξ0) where |ξ0 − z0| =

e−h and assume that zp is not in a fold period.

Then



(a) the subsegment of T pγ between ξp and zp

contains a curve ≥ e−Kβh in length and with

b-horizontal tangent vectors;

(b)

‖τp(ξ0)‖ ≥ K−1eh(1−βK).

IV. Control of ∂Rk, k ≤ θN

– Lemma Let γ be a subsegment of ∂Rk. If

all the points on γ are free, then γ is a C2(b)-

curve.

– For z ∈ ∂Rk, let τ(z) denote a unit tangent

vector to ∂Rk at z.

Proposition For every ξ0 ∈ ∂R0 and every k ≤

θN , (ξ0, τ0) with τ0 = τ(ξ0) is controlled up to

time k by Γk.



V. Extending control of ΓθN-orbits to time

3N

– We continue to assume (IA1)–(IA6), which

guarantee that if w0 = (01), then for all z0 ∈

ΓθN , (z0, w0) is controlled up to time N by

ΓθN .

Proposition If z0 ∈ ΓθN satisfies dC(zi) > e−αi

for all i ≤ 3N , then (z0, w0) is automatically

controlled by ΓθN up to time 3N .

– Assume that zk ∈ C([θN ]). let j = [θN ] for

purposes of the following arguments.

Claim 1 There exists j′, 1
3j ≤ j′ < j, such that

if

ξ0 = zk−j′ and u0 =
wk−j′(z0)

‖wk−j′(z0)‖
,

then for 0 ≤ s < j′,

‖DT s(ξ0)u0‖ ≥ ‖DT‖−s.



– Now by Lemma 3, there exists an integral

curve γ of the most contracted field of order j′

through ξ0 having length O(1). Since γ follows

roughly the direction of e1, it has slope > K−1δ

outside of C(0) and is roughly a parabola inside

C(0) (Lemma 9). In both cases, γ meets ∂R0.

Let ξ′0 ∈ γ ∩ ∂R0. Then

|ξs − ξ′s| < (K2b)s

for all 0 ≤ s ≤ j′.

Claim 2 ξ′
j′

is a free return.

Claim 3 With u0 as in Claim 1, let

τi = DT i(ξ′0)τ0, ui = DT i(ξ0)u0,

and let θi be the angle between ui and τi. Then

θj′ ≤ b
j′

2 .



VI. Verification of (IA1)–(IA6) up to time

3N

Step 1 Deletion of parameters. We delete

from ∆N all (a, b) for which there exists z0 ∈

ΓθN and i, N < i ≤ 3N , such that

dC(zi) < e−αi or ‖w∗
i (z0)‖ < eci.

The set of remaining parameters is called ∆3N .

We do not claim in (IA1)–(IA6) that ∆3N has

positive measure or even that it is nonempty.

Steps 2–5 below apply to T = Ta,b for (a, b) ∈

∆3N .

Step 2 Updating of ΓθN . For each z0 ∈

ΓθN , since ‖wi‖ grows exponentially, there ex-

ists a unique z′0 on the component of ∂C(k)

containing z0 that is a critical point of order

3N (Lemma 10). Let Γ′
θN be the set of these

z′0, i.e. Γ′
θN is a copy of ΓθN updated to order

3N .



Step 3 Construction of Γ3θN and C(k), θN <

k ≤ 3θN . We establish control of ∂Rk. As-

suming that all has been accomplished for k−

1. Then Rk meets each component Q(k−1)

of C(k−1) in at most a finite number of strips

bounded by free, and hence C2(b), curves. Let

γ be one of these curves. By Lemma 11, there

exists a critical point ẑ0 ∈ γ of order m̂ =

min{3N,− log d(z0, γ)
1
2} where z0 ∈ Γ′

θN lies on

the boundary of the component Q([θN ]) con-

taining γ. Since d(z0, γ) = O(b
θN
2 ), we have,

assuming θ is chosen with e−3N > K−N > b
θN
4 ,

that ẑ0 is of order 3N .

To continue, we need to set bindings for points

in ∂Rk. Technically, only z0 ∈ ΓθN (and not

the critical points on ∂Ri, θN < i ≤ k) can

be used. This is of no concern to us for the

following reason: for k′ with k < k′ ≤ 3θN , only

those parts of ∂Rk′ that are free are involved

in the construction of C(k
′); and for ξ0 ∈ ∂Rk ∩



C([θn]), independent of which z0 ∈ Q([θn])(ξ0)

we think of it as bound to, ξi will remain in

bound state through time 3θN because |ξi −

zi| ≤ K3θNρθN << e−3βθN .

The newly constructed critical points in ∂Rk, N <

k ≤ 3N , together with Γ′
θN form Γ3θN . We

have completed the verification of (IA1) up to

time 3N .

Step 4 Updating the definitions of dC(·) and

φ(·). Using Γ3θN and C(k), k ≤ [3θN ], we

reset these definitions for z ∈ C([θN ]). Since

|oldφ(z)−newφ(z)| = O(b
θN
4 ) and |τ(oldφ(z))−

τ(newφ(z))| = O(b
θN
4 ), these changes have es-

sentially no effect on the correctness of split-

ting for points with dC(·) > b
3θN
20 . The relations

in (IA5) are also not affected.

Step 5 Verification of (IA2)–(IA6) for i ≤ 3N .

This is carried out in 3 stages.



(1) First we argue that for z0 ∈ ΓθN (we really

mean ΓθN , not Γ′
θN), (IA2)–(IA6) hold for

i ≤ 3N : (IA2) and (IA4) hold by design;

(IA3) is given by Proposition above, and

(IA5) and (IA6) are proved in (IV) with

m = 3N .

(2) With the properties of ΓθN in (1) having

been established, we observe that contin-

uing to use ΓθN as the source of control,

the material in (III) and (IV) are now valid

for times up to min(m,3N).

(3) We are now ready to argue that (IA2)–

(IA6) hold for all z′0 ∈ Γ3θN . For each

z′0 ∈ Γ3θN , whether it is in Γ′
θN or of gener-

ation > θN , there exists z0 ∈ ΓθN such that

|z′0−z0| = O(b
θN
4 ). This implies, for i ≤ 3N ,

that |z′i − zi| < b
θN
4 ‖DT‖3N << e−β3N pro-

vided θ is chosen so that b
θ
4‖DT‖3 < 1

2e
−β.



(IA2) follows immediately from the corre-

sponding condition for z0. Regarding z′0 as

bound to z0 for at least 3N iterates, (IA3)

and (IA4) follow from property (IA6) of z0.

Finally, regarding (z′0, (
0
1)) as controlled by

ΓθN up to time 3N , we obtain (IA5) and

(IA6) from (IV)


